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Abstract
This poster describes a prototype of distance calculator devised through learner's participatory engagement in STEAM framework at
secondary school level. The project has integrated the knowledge of Science, Technologies, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics.
The prototype's exhibition in the school had engaged the project team in mutual dialogue and discourse with visitors.

Introduction
Contrary to the
market demand of
holistic manpower,
the Nepalese
schools are
teaching Science,
Mathematics, Arts
and Computer in an
isolated manner.
Specifically,
computer
competency, analysis
and design skill sell
well in the market.
The STEAM
education practice
fulfills this demand
reinforcing the
development
of entrepreneurship
among school
children.
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Science
Sound wave,
velocity,
reflection of
sound, etc.
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Mathematics
Calculate average
distance, Password
Pattern, etc.
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Arts
Designing the
prototype

Technology
Arduino, Ultrasonic
Sensor, Liquid
Crystal Display
Board etc.

Objectives
● To show the
importance of
STEAM learning
method.
● To show the
engagement of
learners of
STEAM pedagogy
in critical thinking
process in
mathematics
education.
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Engineering
Converting the
design into a 3d
project

Science in my project

2. Technology in my project
Liquid Crystal Display Board

Potentiometer

Arduino
Source: lastminuteengineer.com

Back View of Prototype

3. Engineering in my project (keep pic..)
The process of converting the art and
design I made of my project to a real 3d
model consisted of engineering aspects.
Also, I build a machine to solve a real life
problem (Water overflow from tank), hence
the whole process was engineering.

Front View of Prototype

4. Arts in my project
The 2d and 3d designing of the
prototype and designing of the pcb
involved arts in my project.
(pic of me designing my poster….)

Switch
Board

Ultrasonic
Sensor

5. Mathematics in my project
For calculating average distance
using the echo duration from
ultrasonic sensor and for coding
the password pattern, I used
mathematical concepts.
(pic of coding...)

Conclusion
This poster describes the meta-disciplinary engagement of author in Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics
through STEAM pedagogy. The learners engaged in a project can apply all aspects of STEAM to solve a problem. Furthermore,
while in the process of developing the project, one is involved in critical thinking process, programming, problem analysis and
design skills. This will help to create a holistic manpower in the future.
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